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Day four

Quantifying expression
Intro to R

Differential expression analysis



Quantifying transcription

Count reads that map to transcripts
Compare counts to find DE
Allows intersample comparisons

Normalize by read number & transcript length
Reads Per Kilobase per Million mapped 
reads (RPKM)
For paired end reads, count each 
fragment, not each read (FPKM)
Allows intrasample comparisons



Fragment length bias
A small transcript is much less likely to 

have long reads aligning to it. This bias can 
be used to adjust expression values.

You can determine fragment size with PE 
reads after alignment. With SE reads, you 

need to know the library size.



Multiple alignment correction

Reads that map to multiple locations cannot 
be counted as a full read at each spot.

Discarding them can bias against conserved 
gene families.

Longer, paired end reads can help reduce the 
prevalence of multi-mapped reads.



Multiple alignment correction



Cufflinks exercises



What is R?
Open source statistical programming language 

created in 1991 by Ross Ihaka & Robert 
Gentleman

A dialect of S, a statistical analysis language 
developed at Bell labs

Powerful modeling and graphics features

Widely used in academia and in private sector 
(Facebook, Google)



Two parts to R

1. Base R from CRAN (Comprehensive R 
Archive Network)

2. Everything else (currently over 4000 
packages on CRAN)

– Many packages associated with 
Bioconductor project



How can you use R?

Every mathematical and statistical analysis 
(basic arithmetic and t-tests to 

matrix algebra and machine learning)

Reproducible research

Robust graphics methods - plotting is a 
great way to understand your data better



cummeRbund package

genes.scv<-fpkmSCVPlot(genes(cuff))
isoforms.scv<-fpkmSCVPlot(isoforms(cuff))



cummeRbund package

csScatter(genes(cuff),"hESC","Fibroblasts",smooth=T) 



cummeRbund package

csHeatmap(myGenes,cluster='both')



cummeRbund package

mySimilar<-findSimilar(cuff,"PINK1",n=20)
mySimilar.expression<-expressionPlot(mySimilar,logMode=T,showErrorbars=F)



ggbio plots



ggbio plots



ggbio plots



ggbio plots



R and bioinformatics

Open source allows robust 
software development for 
specific biological analyses

Allows for rapid development as 
technology advances

Infinitely cheaper than SAS,
SPSS, Stata, Excel



Bioconductor

“Tools for the analysis and comprehension 
of high-throughput genomic data.”

R packages for a wide variety of NGS 
analyses

Active community of developers and users

Extensive tutorials and workflows



RStudio

R IDE  
(Integrated 
Development 
Environment)
Interactive
Programming
Graphics
Easier to learn



RStudio

Source
Workspace

Plots/Help

Console



R Objects

Everything in R is an “object”

R code is a collection of interacting objects

Unix shell code is a list of steps to perform

R has both procedural 
and object-oriented aspects



R Objects

Objects in R can receive, process, 
and send data to other objects

Objects have classes

Methods performed on objects are 
determined by the class

(it will all become clear in a minute…)



R Object classes

Five basic types (more package specific)
1. Numeric – rational numbers
2. Integer - integers
3. Character – letters, words
4. Logical – TRUE or FALSE
5. Factor – Items that have a finite number 

of labels (gender, treatment, etc.)
– Has a levels attribute listing all factors



R data containers
Five basic types
1. Vector – contiguous cells with one type of 

data (1D)
2. Matrix – contiguous vectors with one type 

of data (2D)
3. Array – contiguous matrices with one type 

of data (3D)
4. Data frames – contiguous vectors with at 

least one type of data (2D)
5. Lists – vectors with any type of data (even 

other lists)



Let’s do some R!



Differential expression

We need to model expression data to 
understand which statistical method to use 

to determine differential expression

This is an area under heavy methodological 
development with no agreement on the 

appropriate statistics



High Type I error

Initial models used for estimating variance for 
differential expression suffered from high false 

positive rates

Best to use conservative methods 
(DESeq, edgeR, rsem, cuffdiff2?)

Trapnell, C., et. al.(2013). Differential analysis 
of gene regulation at transcript resolution with 

RNA-seq. Nat Biotech 31, 46-53.



Technical replicate variation is much 
lower than biological replicate variation



Modeling discrete (count) data

RNA-Seq data was initially modeled as 
count data fitting a Poisson distribution

The Poisson distribution is a special case 
of the negative binomial distribution 

where the variance equals the mean

With biological replicates, the variance 
does not depend on the mean, so the 
Poisson distribution cannot be used



Technical vs. biological 
replicates in cell lines

Yellow = Poisson distribution
Purple = Negative binomial distribution 



Obtaining count data

HTSeq

http://www.huber.embl.de/users/anders/HTSeq/doc/overview.html

Bioconductor packages
easyRNASeq
GenomicRanges



DESeq models RNA-Seq 
count data using a negative 

binomial distribution

DESeq exercises


